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 lemes. Use hooker. This is the only way I can get 1.1 installed for GTA IV. There is a thread on the Rockstar support forum
that covers the process but it is for both 1.0 and 1.1 so it can't be used as a guide. I have 1.0.7.0 (made from 1.0) and 1.1.0.0

(made from 1.0.1.0). I don't have 1.0.8.0, 1.0.9.0, 1.0.10.0, etc., so you're going to have to edit hooker yourself. Ok, well when I
use hooker, I get a bunch of code. Do you have any idea how to turn that into something I can use? I'm not an expert on these

things and I have no idea what any of that means. On the first page, replace the value of variable $chile with the value of
$downloadurl after you type in the download link. On the second page, replace the values of $hooker_gta1 and $hooker_gta2

with the values of $hooker_hooker_gta1 and $hooker_hooker_gta2 respectively. (If you don't know what these are, they're the
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file names of the "payload" files that you downloaded to hooker.exe. If you need to see them, type cat hooker.exe | less and
you'll see the list of files.) On the third page, replace the value of $hooker_file_or_dir with the full path to hooker.exe. (So the
full path is "C:\Users\x\Documents\GTA IV 1.1.0.0\Grand Theft Auto IV\hooker.exe".) On the fourth page, change the values

of $hooker_hooker_dir, $hooker_hooker_cmd, and $hooker_hooker_argv to the correct values, e.g., "C:\Program
Files\steam\steamapps\common\Grand Theft Auto IV\hooker.exe" "C:\Program Files\steam\steamapps\common\Grand Theft

Auto IV\hooker.exe" "hooker.exe" "/pentest/script/MyHookerScript.txt" (The script 82157476af
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